Host Adm_S’vat says:
<<<Resume Mission, Stardate 10106.24>>>

Host CO_Spencer says:
::waiting in S’vat’s Office looking nervous::

G_XO_OMallory says:
::in office, waiting::  CO: What does that admiral need to see us about anyway?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::shrugs:: XO: I do not know. ::knows exactly::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::waiting in sickbay on the station::

G_XO_OMallory says:
::cannot sit and begins to pace::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::is on Starbase talking to Roberts::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::waiting at the airlock to greet the new TO.  Remembers what it was like when she first joined the Del::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::heads to Starbase's sickbay::

G-OPS_Shania says:
::walks around on the Starbase::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
<Roberts> G_CNS: What can I help you with?

G_CMO_Turok says:
::In Sickbay of SB78::

G_CIV_Adrel says:
::enters the Starbase and roams around::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::along side Shania:: Shania: So where shall we have dinner?

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::walks hand in hand with Kodar through the Promenade::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::On Starbase, looking around, enjoying himself::

G_XO_OMallory says:
CO: Not like an admiral to call me to their office.  ::continues to pace::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
Roberts: I have some good news and some bad news, and they are kind of tied in together. ::knows he is going to be both happy and unhappy about what she is going to say::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::steps into sickbay, looks for Cassie, sees Turok::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Enters her office with PADD in left hand; pauses to frown at Spencer then sits behind desk::

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Fixing his uniform for the last time, and heads towards the TL::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles as he walks around the promenade with Sykora.:: D_CSO: Nice base here isn't it. ::Looks around and gently squeezes her hand with a smile as he looks to her.::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
<Roberts>::does not like the sound of that:: G_CNS: Ok. Go on.

G_XO_OMallory says:
::sees admiral enter::

G_FCO_Adams says:
CMO: Excuse me doctor, when may I be released?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks away from S'vat for a second then musters up courage and looks back with no expression::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
Roberts: Captain Spencer has been kind enough to grant me two weeks personal leave. I am going to Arcadia to visit Donnie, like you suggested.

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
G_CMO: Turok!  Where's Cassie?

G_CIV_Adrel says:
::Decides to head for the Starbase's bar::

G_XO_OMallory says:
S’vat: Admiral.

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Enters the TL,:: Airlock to the USS Delphyne.

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
<Roberts> ::face lights up:: G_CNS: Oh Heather, that's great! I hope you can find happiness with Donnie again. ::then the realization hits, looks worried:: Oh...but that means.... I'll be doing bridge duty. ::said with some dread::

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::looks at Kodar: D_CEO: Yes it is... I have never been here before. ::smiles::

Sophia says:
::wipes her tray clean, her feet tapping at the sound of the music::

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: I don't know. Maybe we can find a quiet place somewhere.

G_CMO_Turok says:
G_FCO: Please wait one moment.

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::looks at her chronometer and wonders where Ens. Hunt is::

G_XO_OMallory says:
::still a bit nervous::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::nods:: Roberts: Yep. I know you tend to be shy with people you don't know and aren't counseling, but I have every confidence in you that you can handle it. The bridge crew is not so bad once you get to know them, even Taylor. ::smiles:: I suggest you try to get to know them. This will be a good experience for you.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Looks up at Spencer...stares and then shifts her glance to O'Mallory::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees Cassie:: G_FCO: Dear!  So good to see you're fine... and awake. ::smiles and moves to hug her::

G_CMO_Turok says:
G_CSO: Come over here a moment.  ::Takes Mauro's arm and leads him into a small exam room.

D_MO_Braxton says:
::waits in a bar for Liz, with her second drink in hand::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles.:: D_CSO: Me neither. ::Sighs softly and stops at a window to a ship.:: Look?

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::goes to CB where CSO is::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
Roberts: I have split up my counseling appointments between you and Capricia while I am gone. Byn has drawn up a very good schedule for rotating duties during our stay here, so every one gets a little shore leave, including you. Since I am going on a personal leave in two days, I will be handling any Counseling emergencies, not that I expect any.


G_XO_OMallory says:
::still standing::

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Steps, out of the TL and spots the CTO, checks uniform again, and heads for her::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::is taken by Turok:: G_CMO: What?  Doctor?  What are you doing?

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::sees a little dinner and points toward it:: Shania: What about that?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::continues to stand at attention, staring straight ahead::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
<Roberts> G_CNS: Thank goodness for Byn! Now I can actually do counseling rather than all your paperwork. ::teases and laughs::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CSO: Mauro! How is she? ::puts his hand on Mauro's shoulder for comfort::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
Roberts: Exactly why I requested him! ::laughs::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
Spencer: So just what do you expect me to do with this? ::waves the PADD about::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::sits on the side of the biobed swinging her legs:: CSO: Excuse me! Who are you?

G_CIV_Adrel says:
::sits down on a stool at the bar and looks around seeing a lot of people she doesn't know::

G_CMO_Turok says:
G_CSO: Come with me!  ::Hauls him into the room.:: There is something you need to know.

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
Roberts: Do you have anything you specifically want to address with me before I go?

G_XO_OMallory says:
::looks back and forth between the two::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees Michael:: G_CEO: I'd like to know! ::glances Cassie::

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Stops, in front of the CTO:: CTO: Ma'am Ens Hunt reporting

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::is surprised with FCO's question::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::raises a brow:: Admiral: DO what you want with it.. I think it is plain what I have asked for. ::gulps::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
<Roberts> G_CNS: Nope. Have a good time, and if I don't see you before you leave for Arcadia... well, know that I wish you all the luck in the world. ::really hopes Heather and Donnie will decide to reinitiate their relationship::

G-OPS_Shania says:
::looks in the direction:: G_CTO: Looks quiet enough to me.

Sophia says:
::walks towards the newest patron:: G_CIV: Hello, what would you like to drink?

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::shuts up::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::smiles warmly, with soft expression:: Roberts: I know you do, Chris. Thanks.

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::nods and as they enter the shop she sees many candles and incenses.  Picks one up and smells it:: D_CEO: This is wonderful. ::holds it for him to smell::

G_XO_OMallory says:
::wonders what is going on::

G_CIV_Adrel says:
Sophia: mmm.... something... new. Any ideas?

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
<Roberts>::smiles warmly back:: G_CNS: Well I'll be going back to my office now. In the meantime, if you need me for anything, just beep. ::trying to be supportive::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::enters the diner::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
Roberts: Sure. You just take it easy for now. ::watches him go::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles and leans over to take a good smell.:: D_CSO: Yes it is. ::Looks around.:: What is that one?

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::returns the salute and grins:: D_TO: Nice to meet you.  Did you bring your belongings?

G_FCO_Adams says:
::tries to muster a smile::

G-OPS_Shania says:
::follows Hunter::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::steps into the small room:: G_CMO: Turok, what's going on?  Why did she ask me who I am? ::obviously getting nervous::

D_TO_Hunt says:
CTO: Yes ma'am.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
Spencer: Aye Captain. ::spits the word:: It's plain enough.

G_XO_OMallory says:
CO: Captain?  What have you asked for?

Sophia says:
::grins:: G_CIV: It depends what could be new for you... we have a  number of exotic drinks here. ::reaches over the counter to give the woman a PADD::

G_CMO_Turok says:
G_CSO: ::In the room away from Cassie::  I wanted to speak with you before you saw her.  She has suffered some memory loss from the accident.  At present...she remembers nothing of her time on the Gryphon.  She does not remember you...I am sorry.

D_CTO_KBeth says:
D_TO: Good...just toss your bags into the airlock and follow me.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Glares at O'Mallory:: Hush.

G_CIV_Adrel says:
::takes the PADD:: Sophia: I tasted most of those... what would you recommend?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::face starts to turn slightly red:: Admiral S’vat: I am sorry, Jane.. I thought you would be more understanding. ::wishes she was not having this conversation in front of O'Mallory::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::goes to look outside the Starbase::

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::turns it over to read the label: D_CEO: It say it is Black T'bathe.

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Tosses the bag, and proceeds to follow the D_CTO::

G_XO_OMallory says:
::quiets up, nervous about what is going on::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Maderde: Table for two.

G_CTO_Hunter says:
<Maderde>Hunter: This way.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
O'Mallory: Mr. O'Mallory... for reasons of her own...the good Captain here has relinquished her command.

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::eyes wide open, feels his mouth gets dry, a huge adrenaline discharge:: G_CMO: What do you mean?  She does not remember us?  Not even me??? ::shakes his head, trying to assimilate the information::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::wonders if Michael is going through the treatment like Turok mentioned he was::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::walks down the corridor towards her favorite bar:: D_TO: So, when did you graduate?

G_XO_OMallory says:
CO: Captain?  Why?

Sophia says:
::mmms a bit, wondering...:: G_CIV: The Barzan twilight is my safest bet. Strong, somewhat sophisticated, definitely great appearance too.

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Looks closer at it.:: D_CSO: Oh.. Wonderful name.  I've never heard of it before.  ::Blushes slightly as he thinks.:: Would you like it?  ::Blushes deeper.:: Sykora?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at O'Mallory:: XO: Because. ::ends the sentence right there::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::looks at FCO, doesn't know quite what to say::

G_CIV_Adrel says:
Sophia: okay! Then I'll have a Barzan Twilight!

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Leans over and takes a box from the lower drawer and places it next to another PADD on the desk::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Stands::

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Catches up:: D_CTO: I graduated and few months ago.

Sophia says:
::smiles:: G_CIV: You won't regret it, I'll be right back.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::walks slowly  towards her::

G_XO_OMallory says:
CO: Is it because of the reason you told me earlier?

G_FCO_Adams says:
::looks around the room and spots a fine looking officer:: CEO: Excuse me sir...

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::wonders how Cassie is doing, decides to go see her::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::holds the chair out do Shania::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::palms are moist and her throat is dry:: XO: Yes. ::does not look at him::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_FCO: How may I help you? ::is truly concerned::

G_XO_OMallory says:
CO: I...don't know what to say...

Sophia says:
::springs on her way to get the woman the drink, gracefully swinging her hips to t he music::

G_CMO_Turok says:
G_CSO: it is not uncommon in cases of head injury.  I want to wait and monitor her condition for another week or so.  Usually these things will correct themselves.  If it does not, I will begin treatment.  I wanted you to know since you are...close to her.  You must not press yourself upon her, she will react badly.

G-OPS_Shania says:
::sits down:: G_CTO: Thank you.

D_CTO_KBeth says:
D_TO: Well you got assigned to the best ship.  ::grins and turns into the bar::

G_FCO_Adams says:
CEO: I was wondering, are you on the Gryphon?

G_CIV_Adrel says:
Sophia: Thank you... so anything special going on around here?

Host Adm_S’vat says:
O'Mallory: Captain O'Mallory, you are hereby assigned as Commanding Officer of the U.S.S Gryphon.  ::hands him the orders::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_FCO: Yes I am. ::small smile::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::goes to his seat and sits down::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Opens box on the desk::

G_XO_OMallory says:
::stunned::  Adm: Me? ::looks at orders::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at S’vat:: XO: Congratulations. ::feels like throwing up::

D_TO_Hunt says:
D_CTO: That’s what my friends and the Academy told me.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Moves around desk and pins on the pips::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
G_CMO: I can't believe... ::looks down, then faces Turok again:: Okay, doctor... I'll do as you say.  Anything else I should know?

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::replaces the candle and takes Kodar's hand in hers:: D_CEO: You are to sweet. ::smiles:: But if I get any more candles in my quarters, K'Beth is going to write me up on a fire hazard. :: Kodar and her exit the shop and continue there walk::

G_FCO_Adams says:
CEO: May I ask your name?

Sophia says:
::nods enthusiastically as she gives the woman her drink. It really looks good:: G_CIV: Well... if you like to sing, you could say so. ::points to the small stage::

Host CO_Spencer says:
:;is very proud of him none the less::

G_XO_OMallory says:
Adm/CO: Thank you. ::is shaking from the news::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::enters sickbay, sees G_FCO & G_CEO:: All: Hello.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_FCO: I am Michael Taylor, Chief Engineer.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Extends hand to O'Mallory:: Good luck Captain.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::smiles at him:: XO: You are very welcome.. but you did it.. not us.

G_XO_OMallory says:
::shakes hand::  Adm: Thank you Admiral.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
Spencer: You stand relieved.

G_CIV_Adrel says:
Sophia: Karaoke? mmm... not sure about that... it might scare away your customers

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::looks at the menu::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CNS: Hi.  ::Can't find the energy to smile::

G_CO_OMallory says:
CO: But where are you going?

Host Capt_Spencer says:
XO: I am not sure. ::looks at S’vat::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::sits down at a table and gestures for D_TO to join her:: D_TO: So, tell me about yourself.

G_CO_OMallory says:
Adm: Admiral?  Where is Captain Spencer going now?

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Giggles as they continue to walk around the promenade.:: D_CSO: Oh.. I see.  ::Stops at a viewport and looks out for a minute.:: Sykora? Is there anything you would like to do?

Sophia says:
::chuckles:: G_CIV: Not in here. Everyone daring enough is worth their attention. ::lowers her voice:: which means, none of my customers is an opera singer anyway. ::chuckles again:: It's just for fun after all.

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
G_FCO: Cassie, how are you doing?

G_FCO_Adams says:
::holds out her hand:: CEO: Pleased to meet you sir. I'm Cassie Adams...not sure what rank sir.

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Shania: see anything you like?

G_CO_OMallory says:
::is happy and sad at the same time::

G_CMO_Turok says:
G_CSO: Places his hand on Mauro'sshoulder.::  This will be a difficult time.  You must be strong.  You must treat her as if you never met her before, at least at first.  I will advise you as her condition changes.  You must do this...for her.  ::Gives his shoulder a reassuring, (painful) squeeze.::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::is surprised Cassie does not seem to remember Taylor::

D_MO_Braxton says:
::watches DCTO enter the bar, makes a note to get her next drink in a plastic cup::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_FCO: You are Lieutenant Junior Grade.

G_CIV_Adrel says:
Sophia: Well... maybe later... I'll think I will be braver once I drink that thing you served me.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::raise a brow.. did not expect this exactly:: S’vat: I.. thought I would be re-assigned to a station.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Hands O'Mallory a PADD:: O'Mallory: You may want to take care of that yourself.

Sophia says:
G_CIV: You can bet you will. I'll be back in a moment, I have a new table filled over there. ::points at the two newcomers and heads towards them::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::nods to the CNS:: CNS: Hello Counselor. I'm fine I think.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::a tear goes down Taylor's cheek::

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: I think I'll take the veggie sandwich.

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Sits down next to the D_CTO:: D_CTO There really not much to tell, my dad was in SF before, so i joined to continue the tradition.

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
D_CEO: The only thing that I would like to do is to just be with you.  I want to spend time getting to know you better. ::smiles and feels herself get all warm inside::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::looks at Taylor:: GCEO: What is wrong?

Sophia says:
::walks towards the Delphyne's tactical officers, her feet tapping to the rhythm of the music:: D_CTO/TO: Hello there, what would you like to drink?

Host Adm_S`Vat says:
CO: You may wait until I'm done... Captain.

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods:: G_CMO: Thank you, Turok.  I know you're doing your best.  And thank you for understand what's going on too. ::meaning about their relationship::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CNS: What do you think!? ::looks at FCO for a few moments and then goes back to her::

G_CO_OMallory says:
Adm: Understand Admiral.  ::turns to Spencer::  Capt: It has been and honor and a privilege August.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::stands quiet::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
O'Mallory: You have any questions?

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::turns and leaves the small room, sees G_CNS and G_CEO with G_FCO::

G_CIV_Adrel says:
::sips her drinks quietly::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::looks puzzled::

G_CMO_Turok says:
G_CSO: ::Nods and then returns to sickbay::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles with a trace of a blush.:: D_CSO: Yes..  Me to.  But I was just curious if there was anything you would prefer to do.  ::Waves his arm around towards the promenade.:: This is a big station.

G_CO_OMallory says:
Adm: No Admiral...I won't let you down.

D_CTO_KBeth says:
Sophia: I'll take a large root beer please.

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
G_CEO: Cassie is well and that is what really matters.

G_CIV_Adrel says:
::turns to the DCTO::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::is near Cassie:: G_FCO: Hi. ::tries to hide his feelings::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
O'Mallory: I'm sure you won't...dismissed... Captain.

D_CTO_KBeth says:
D_TO: That's how it usually happens.  But that doesn't tell me about you....

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods to G_CNS::

G_CO_OMallory says:
Adm: Yes sir.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CNS: Now I know that I wouldn't want to be a patient of yours ::shrugs and goes toward CSO::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
G_FCO: Do you mind if I speak with Michael a moment privately?

G_FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Oh hello again, Mr.....?

G_CMO_Turok says:
G_FCO: You are cleared to return to limited duty, as per our discussion.  You will report to me at the end of each day for examination.

G_FCO_Adams says:
CNS: By all means Counselor.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
XO: I will clear my things out within the day.

G_CO_OMallory says:
Capt: No rush. ::smiles::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::slowly exits office::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::places his order for a steak well done and a baked potato and a Mountain Dew::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CSO: Don't worry, we'll get through this.

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Quickly pulls out his Engineering PADD and taps a preprogrammed button.  Reviews a report from the Duty Engineer aboard the U.S.S. Delphyne.  Smiles and quickly puts it away.::

Sophia says:
D_CTO: Large root beer... and...? ::looks at the D_TO::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::rolls her eyes at GCEO's comment:: GCEO: May I have a word with you?

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::sighs:: G_FCO: I am Lieutenant Mauro MacLeod, chief science officer. ::pushes a smile::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at the CMO:: CMO: Yes doctor, I will and thank you.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::runs her hands through her hair and smiles at him::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Returns to her seat and gestures Spencer to sit::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods to G_CEO's comment::

G_CO_OMallory says:
CO: Please make sure you say goodbye to all the crew.

G-OPS_Shania says:
::orders the veggie sandwich and a coffee::

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::nods and sits::

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::smiles:: D_CEO: In that case how about something to drink?

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::rolls his eyes at her comment:: G_CNS: A quick one, yes.

D_TO_Hunt says:
D_CTO: I hope to be helpful to the ship, i am dedicated and hardworking, but like to relax with friends once in a while

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Gives a big sigh and shakes head::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::holds out her hand:: CSO: Pleased to meet you Lt. MacLeod.


G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::guides Taylor outside::

G_CIV_Adrel says:
D_TO: You sound like someone who is on his first assignment? Am I correct?

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::follows::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::starts to say something but does not really know just what to say so her cleared throat has nothing come out of it::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::walks out in hallway and sits to soak it all in::  Self: Captain...

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Reaches down to get the "good" stuff from drawer and pours two glasses::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::takes her hand, does not want to leave it::  G_FCO: So, how do you feel?

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Lifts her hand to his lips, gently, softly kisses her hand while looking deeply into her eyes.:: D_CSO: Where ever your hearts desire.

Sophia says:
::decides the D_TO is not ready yet to ask for anything to drink. Just worried about... well, other things. Sophia gets the D_CTO her drink::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
GCEO: What is up with you?

Host Adm_S`Vat says:
CO: Well August... I got you the posting that you wanted...

G_CMO_Turok says:
::Returns to his preparations to run the remaining test subjects through SB78's transporters.  Collects the two volunteers, his medical staff and heads to the transporter room::

G_FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Fine thanks, a little puzzled but fine.

G_CO_OMallory says:
Computer: Locate Ensign Turok.

Sophia says:
D_CTO: Large root bear... I hope you enjoy.

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Shania: So how do you like the Gryphon?

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::takes the root beer:: Sophia: Thanks...  ::grins::  I'll probably go through a few of these tonight.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admiral S’vat: I appreciate that.. I know you do not understand.. but.. I don’t think I  do either, thank you.

D_MO_Braxton says:
::downs the last of her ale::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
G_FCO: Yes, I understand... ::looks down, feeling very very sad, gasps::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::feels the pips on his collar, to make sure its real::

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::blushes and smiles:: D_CEO: You are a hopeless romantic and I love you for it.

D_TO_Hunt says:
D_CTO: That’s right ma'am, right out of the Academy. ::chuckles::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::jumps down off the bed:: CSO: Are you on the Gryphon too?

Sophia says:
D_CTO: We have enough stock, no worries ::grins back::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CNS: We almost lost a crewman in the last few days and I couldn't believe the way I was around her for the past few months. And then you just come waltzing in saying "Hello!" as if all was well....

G_CO_OMallory says:
*CMO* O'Mallory to Ensign Turok.

Host Tim says:
<Computer> O'Mallory: Ens Turok is enroute to Base transporter room.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CNS: It just made me want to hit something.

G_CIV_Adrel says:
D_TO: Right out of the academy! Well good luck to you. Where are you posted?

G_CO_OMallory says:
::heads that way::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Looks down and blushes deeper, warming his entire body.:: D_CSO: Well.. ::Sighs.:: Where are we headed?

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks up and faces her:: G_FCO: Yes... yes..., just like you. ::smiles::

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: Pretty good so far. I haven't had a chance to get to know the crew better though.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
Spencer: I do have some feelings for what you want... just hope it's the right decision this time.

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Shania: Ah well we been busy since you arrived on board

G_FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Then I guess I'll see you around.....bye....::heads out of the sickbay::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::furrows brow:: GCEO: I don't understand. Cassie is well... although there is something that I cannot quite put my finger on.... She seemed to recognize me, but she did not recognize you.

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Looks at G_CIV_Ardel:: G_CIV_Ardel: On the USS Delphyne.

G_CMO_Turok says:
*G_XO*: Go ahead Commander.

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: Actually, I've never had so much shore leave on the Andromeda. ::grins::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::turns and grins at the G_CIV:: G_CIV:  You're from the Gryphon..right?

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admiral S’vat: I think it is.. I have been thinking about it for over a year... and not just because of the baby. I am just not made to bea Starship Captain, if I could go back and do it again.. I would not have accepted it. I miss my old life and now look forward to my new one.

G_CIV_Adrel says:
D_TO: The Delphyne... I heard of that ship...

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CNS: Nor did she remember CSO... I just didn't like your counselor-like comments.

G_CO_OMallory says:
*G_CMO* I need to see you for a moment.  I am in route to your location.

G_CIV_Adrel says:
D_CTO: Yes, I am a scientific advisor aboard Gryphon.


Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Nods and slips the warm brown liquid::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
GCEO: What?! Does she have amnesia?

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
G_FCO: Okay... bye. ::watches her as she leaves::

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admiral: Grounded, at least a station will have some sense of permanence for me and for Fox; he will have a home to come home to.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CNS: Of course. ::shrugs::

G_FCO_Adams says:
:;heads out into the corridor and looks around:: Self: Ok which way?

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::Leads Kodar to the nearest bar and enters:: D_CEO: This place looks good. ::pauses as see sees K'Beth::  Ah look it is K'Beth.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CNS: That's why I didn't like your "All is well" comment.

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Shania: ah well, we only have this much shore leave because we get into more trouble during shore leave.

G_CO_OMallory says:
::continues to Turok's location::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
GCEO: Oh dear. I.... I don't know what to say..... I understand why you are so upset now.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
Spencer: I see... and just what does Mr. Lynam think about all this?

G_CMO_Turok says:
*G_XO* Very well, I am in the main transporter room.  We are going to begin the telepathic treatment momentarily.

D_TO_Hunt says:
D_CTO: Ma'am i was not really briefed on the ship, so what is the tactical situation?

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles:: D_CSO: Shall we? ::Waves to D_CTO_K`Beth.::

Sophia says:
::tries to remember which ships have just docked that she suddenly gets so many cheerful customers::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::is alone in sickbay, sheds a tear::

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admiral S’vat: He does not know about any of it.. I am afraid I am a coward as well as a fool. ::smiles::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::his mind racing, so much in one day::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::leans over to shake G_CIV's hand:: G_CIV: How are you.  Lt. K'Beth, CTO of the Delphyne...this is my brand new TO Hunt.  ::grins and waves to D_CEO and D_CSO::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CNS: Now if you'll excuse me, I have a friend who needs me. ::goes back in Sick Bay::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Raises eyebrow:: Spencer: Think that's wise?

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::sits on biobed:: Self: I hope it won't last too much...

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::waves to as she nods:: D_CEO: Sounds good.  I wonder who that is with her.  ::walks over to her table::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::spots the CNS and CEO talking:: CNS/CEO: Excuse me please.

G-OPS_Shania says:
::laughs:: G_CTO: Oh, I tell you our doctor was an expert on getting in trouble during shore leave.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admiral S’vat: I am hoping to take some time and go see him, if i can find him that is. And no it is not wise.. it is just how it happened

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
G_CEO: Fine. Be that way, I don't appreciate your tone with me. ::sounds angry::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::arrives in TR and sees Turok:: G_CMO: Ensign...a moment before you begin.

G_CIV_Adrel says:
::shakes the D_CTOs hand:: D_CTO: I am LtCmdr Adrel.    ::looks at the D_TO:: D_TO: Nice to meet you.


G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CSO: How are you?

G_CMO_Turok says:
::Places his subjects on the pads and then makes triply sure the transporter chief knows what to do.  And that the transporters are in perfect order.  And that he will die in a pool of his own blood if they are not.::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
GFCO: Oh, Cassie, I am sorry... how can I help you?

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Gently squeezes Sykoras' hand and smiles to the others.:: D_CSO: I'm not sure.  Shall we?  Or would you prefer a little corner?

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admiral S’vat: Where is this station at.. not close to any Nebulas I hope. ::grins::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
Spencer:  Not on the regular routes at any rate.

G_FCO_Adams says:
CNS: You know me?

D_TO_Hunt says:
G_CIV: Hello LTCMDR

G_CMO_Turok says:
::Walks over to the G_XO::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Looks down at the PADDs in front of her:: Spencer: And this new XO... can he hack it?

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks up at CEO:: G_CEO: Oh... I'm... I'm fine... I guess...  You know, she's not recognizing me.

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Shania: Well I never heard of ship begin rammed while in space dock until I came onboard the Gryphon.

G_CMO_Turok says:
G_XO: Yes?

G_CIV_Adrel says:
D_CTO: Are you here on shore leave?

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
GFCO: Yes, Cassie I do.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CSO: Nor is she recognizing me. It'll come back.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admiral S’vat: He is feisty.. just what that ship needs. He will do good.

G_FCO_Adams says:
CNS: You're on the Gryphon as well?

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: Me neither.

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::stops and smiles as she gets the drift:: D_CEO: A quite corner it is.  Lead the way.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Nods in confirmation of Spencer's assessment::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::see their food has arrived::

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_CMO: By Starfleet Command, I hereby promote you to Lieutenant J.G.  ::hand pip::  Congratulations

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
FCO: Yes. Cassie, I am the ship's counselor, you even addressed me as such.

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Nods and walks over to a corner and sees the MO.:: D_MO: Hello Doctor Braxton.  How are you today?

G_FCO_Adams says:
CNS: I saw your insignia....::smiles::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
G_CIV: Yes, just got in from a pretty hairy mission... We need to replenish supplies and do some repairs.  ::grins at the D_TO:: D_TO: the fun never stops on the Del...

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
G_CEO: I hope so. ::quickly stands:: Hey, do you want to drink something?

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::surprised at seeing the good doctor see smiles:: D_MO: I did not see you here.  How are you doing?

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CSO: Sure. What do you want?

D_TO_Hunt says:
D_CTO: What happened at the mission?

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::looks at her plain blue uniform and sees no special insignia, thinks: must be my friendly face::

D_MO_Braxton says:
D_CEO/CSO: Hello Kodarm Sykora,  Fine I'm just waiting for friend to show up here, whom I think both or you know.

G_CMO_Turok says:
::Stands for a moment, processing::  G_XO: This is unusual.  ::Salutes in the Klingon fashion::  Thank you sir.

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
G_CEO: I don't know... Let's head to the bar, shall we? ::cleans the tears on his face::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
GFCO: Did you need me for something? ::is still shaken up about Michael yelling at her::

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
D_MO: Who would that be? ::smiles::

G-OPS_Shania says:
::sips her coffee::

Sophia says:
::smiles at Merna and Braxton and Tarrez:: D_CEO/D_CSO: Excuse me... may I offer you something to drink?

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles.  Says a bit playfully:: D_MO: And who would that be? ::Grins slightly.::

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_CMO:  From one doctor to another, you have done a good job.  ::shakes hand:: Progress on the treatments?

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Leans back in chair and looks at August over the lip of the glass::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CSO: Let's go. ::smiles::

D_MO_Braxton says:
D_CEO/CSO: Delphyne’s former counselor, Elizabeth Jiosa

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::follows CSO towards the bar::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Shania: how is your food?

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CSO: At least we have the comfort of seeing her awake.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::says nothing as she is not sure what else there is to say:: Admiral S’vat: Drink looks good, ::laughs:: If only I could. ::not that she had been offered::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::leaves sickbay and heads to the bar with G_CEO::

G_FCO_Adams says:
CNS: Can you point me to the Gryphon's docking bay? It seems I have to report in.

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
G_CEO: Yes...

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::tries to change the subject:: G_CEO: So, how are things in ME?

G_CMO_Turok says:
G_XO: There would be more but for these constant interruptions.  I am ready to begin now.

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::looks at Sophia:: I would like a Bajorn Sunrise. ::smiles and turns back to Braxton:: D_MO: Liz is here?  ::sounding a little excited::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles.:: D_CSO: What would you like my dear?

Host Adm_S’vat says:
August: You know you could have saved me a lot of trouble a long time ago.

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: Oh, well it sure looks good. ::takes a bite:: And it is good, too.

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_CMO: Good...keep me updated.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Looks down at Spencer's untouched glass::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::cuts into his steak::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CSO: Good... I finally repaired that damn transporter problem. ::understands that he wants to talk about something else, Mike would too::

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admiral S’vat: But would that have been any fun? ::half Serious::

D_MO_Braxton says:
D_CSO: Yes she arrived before us from SFA with a cadet, a protégé of hers who is being assigned duty on the Starbase for some fieldwork.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::crosses her legs::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
D_TO: We had a few altercations with some ships from another time-line.  ::looks grim and bleak:: We lost our CNS on that trip...

Sophia says:
D_CSO: Right away. ::she heads to the counter to see more people coming in, it's going to be one fun evening::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Turns to Sophia:: Sophia: I would like the same please.

G_CMO_Turok says:
::Nods and returns to supervise the treatment::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::looks concerned:: GFCO: Uh that way... ::gives her directions::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Grins and pulls the untouched glass back::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
G_CEO: Good news, Commander... ::finally smiles:: Hey, nice to call you commander. ::grins::

Sophia says:
::flashes a smile at the D_CEO so he knows she heard him::

G_FCO_Adams says:
CNS: Thank you ma'am..

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CSO: It's nice to be called commander ::laughs::

D_MO_Braxton says:
Sophia: If I could have some Klingon Warnog please.

D_TO_Hunt says:
D_CTO: Oh, i am sorry? Were you friends with the counselor?

G_CIV_Adrel says:
Sophia: Can I get another one please? ::points the empty glass::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::laughs too, then enters the bar::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::watches GFCO go::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::exits TL::  *G_CEO* O'Mallory to Taylor.

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles back to Sophia and turns his attention back to Alyia and Sykora.::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
August: Sorry, forgot about the baby... can get you some synthehol if you'd like.

G_FCO_Adams says:
::waves and heads in the direction the counselor pointed to::

Sophia says:
::gathers up the three glasses on her tray, two Bajoran sunrises and one Klingon Warnog and dodges tables and chairs back towards the table::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
*G_XO* Taylor here.

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: How's your steak?

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
D_MO: That is great. ::smiles broadly:: I hope I see her. ::turns and looks at Kodar and grins as he orders the same thing as she did::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
D_TO: Not very close but the one thing you will learn about me is that I take losing shipmates very....very personally.

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::decides to go where the action is... the bar::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks around while Taylor answers the comm::

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::shakes her head no:: Admiral S’vat: OH no.. that is alright, but thank you.

G_CMO_Turok says:
::Watches intently as the patients are run through the transporter::

G_CO_OMallory says:
*G_CEO* Please meet me in the Starbase lounge right away

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::takes a bite of his steak and chews it then swallows it:: Shania: Very good.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
*G_XO* Acknowledged.

Sophia says:
D_CEO/CSO/MO: Two Bajoran sunrises... one Klingon Warnog... ::puts the glasses over the table with ease:: If you need anything else, please let me know.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_CSO: Do you want to go alone or would you rather go with me?

D_TO_Hunt says:
D_CTO: Is there anything else i should know about?

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles.:: Sophia: Thank you.

G_XO_OMallory says:
::heads for lounge and enters.  Orders a whiskey and sits to wait for Taylor::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::makes her way along the corridors looking for the turbolift::

D_MO_Braxton says:
::takes a drink of the warnog, it's strong stuff but she handles it with ease::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::overhears the comm and looks at him:: G_CEO: Oh, well... go.  I'll be fine. ::smiles::

G_CMO_Turok says:
::Turok and his medical staff gather around the two patients and run many scans::

G-OPS_Shania says:
::puts her sandwich down and orders another coffee::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::gets in the bar, signs up for the karaoke::

Sophia says:
::looks around to see who might be trying to call for her attention::

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::smiles:: Sophia: Thanks. ::picks up her drink and takes a sip::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::smiles:: G_CSO: Be back soon,...

Host Adm_S’vat says:
August: So what did medical have to say? Everything all right?

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::goes to the lounge::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods and searches for a place to sit::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::sips and thinks about his ship now::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::enters lounge::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::finds a turbolift and steps inside:: Computer: Docking ring please.

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::sighs and shakes off her black mood, then grins:: D_TO: I'll tell you all about it later.  Right now, we are on shore leave, in a bar and I feel the need to sing. ::gets up and signs up after the G_CNS::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees G_CTO and G_OPS, heads to them::

Sophia says:
Delph guys: You are all very welcome. Oh and if you like to sing... well you know. ::grins and turns around to go to another table::

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admiral S’vat: Oh yes. I am five months along and healthy. I feel great. Thanks for asking. ::smiles::

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_CEO: Commander...over here.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Hears that one of the Station MO's wants to see her; frowns::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::sits next to G_XO::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Takes a sip of his Bajoran sunrise and smiles greatly as it's sweetness hits his tongue.::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_XO: I may I help you sir?

D_MO_Braxton says:
D_CEO/CSO: You all can sit down here if you wish but I understand completely if you don't. ::grins::

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_CEO: Thank you for meeting me

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::sees K'Beth:: DCTO: K'Beth! ::hugs her:: Hey! I did not know the Del was here!

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::takes a sip of MD::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_XO: No problem.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
August: Great... boy or girl?

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Thinks, does everyone on this ship sing::

Sophia says:
Gryphon peeps: Hello, what would you like to drink?

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
D_MO: Well it you will excuse us I think that we are going to grab another one ::smiles at her knowing she understands::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Giggles a bit.:: D_MO: I... ::Looks to Sykora.::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::holds up hands:: Admiral S’vat: I asked to not be told..  a nice surprise I think.  ::smiles::

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_CEO: Commander...since you cannot cut it any longer in Engineering...::almost smiles::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
G_CNS: We just docked.  I see you are going to give us a show. ::grins::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::waits for the turbolift to stop, then steps out and heads towards the Gryphon::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::looks for reaction::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::shrugs but smiles a bit::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
DCTO: Yes.... I need to blow off some steam.

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Looks for someone to order a drink from::

D_MO_Braxton says:
D_CSO: Do be careful, and happy hunting. ::raises her glass to the DCSO and takes a drink, then grins::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO>::turns to kibble and bitt:: Kibble&Bitt: Did you guys hear the rumor that the XO is now the CO?

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods to Shania and Hunter and sees Adrel::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
<Karaoke guy> GCNS: It is your turn.

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_CEO: I have no choice but to deal with this in the only way how...

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::points to another table and then they walk over to it:: D_CEO: Will this do?

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Signals to Yeoman to let the MO in::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::Am I discharged?? Taylor thinks::

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::looks at the door::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::takes stage::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
G_CNS: Well I'll just sit back and enjoy for a while....I signed up after you....good luck... ::grins and holds up her hands in the good luck gesture, then goes and sits down::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
G_CIV: Amelia!  Hi... ::tries to smile::

G_CMO_Turok says:
::Scans show minor improvement, and no side effects.  Turok leads the ensemble back to the Sickbay.  Nods in thanks to the nervous TR Chief.::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::sounds like a cheerful and jazzy tune::

G_FCO_Adams says:
::stands around in the airlock looking for someone to help her::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
:: Station MO enters with a frown and hands S’vat a PADD and stands there pointedly not looking at Spencer::

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_CEO: To make you the Executive Officer of the USS Gryphon. ::smiles::

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::grins:: G_XO: Wha?

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::singing:: Try to forget torment, lying behind a smile... tea is for sentiment, now I've done my time. ::thinking about Michael::

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::rubs the arm of her chair::

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_CEO: Congratulations. ::shakes hand::

G_CIV_Adrel says:
G_CSO: Hi! ... sorry but I have to go... Let's talk later today ok?

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::mouth wide open::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::singing:: You filled my head with your embrace, blind to your lies I listened....

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::shakes back::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
D_TO: That is the CNS from the Gryphon.  We were in a 'training' exercise with her over the holiday break.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Jumps to her feet and stares at Spencer with brows raised::

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_CEO: You have done a great job and you deserve it.

G_CEO_Taylor says:
G_XO: If you are the one telling me that means.... that you're CO?

G_CO_I says:
G_XO: Correct.  I am the new Captain of the Gryphon.

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::is surprised with G_CIV's comment:: G_CIV: Huh... okay.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
MO: Dismissed.

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::singing:: Still waiting for love to take revenge, oh that sweet surrender... still waiting for love to take revenge....

G_CIV_Adrel says:
::leaves in a hurry not really feeling well::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles with a slight grin.:: D_CSO: Sure. ::Sets his drink on the table and then holds her chair while she sits.  Then takes the chair next to her's and scoots closer and sits.::

Host Adm_S`Vat says:
::MO leaves::

D_TO_Hunt says:
G_CNS: Hello, how are you doing?

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: Thank you sir, I won't disappoint you!

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admiral S’vat: WHAT? ::hair raises on the back of her neck::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::finishes his dinner::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::singing:: You'll get what you deserve, hiding behind a lie... revenge takes more than words, you'll pay for your crimes....::wishes Michael were here hearing this::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks around and thinks "I gotta get out of here!", then leaves the bar::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Points to bottom of report at she hands it to Spencer::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::singing:: I hoped myself, you'd changed your ways... blind to your lies I listened...

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_XO: I know you won't.  A drink?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::takes the padd::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
August: You and Pez?

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::singing:: Still waiting for love to take revenge, oh that sweet surrender... still waiting for love to take revenge....

Host Capt_Spencer says:
Admirals S’vat: WHAT????????  WHAT?

D_TO_Hunt says:
D_CTO: So you're up next ma'am?

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::sits her glass down and reaches for this hand:: D_CEO: I can't believe that we have only been seeing each other for 2 weeks. ::looks deep into his eyes::

G_FCO_Adams says:
@::makes her way to her quarters on the Gryphon as she's suddenly feeling quite tired::

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: Sure.

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: Congratulations to you! ::shakes hands::

G_CMO_Turok says:
::In Starbase sickbay, filling out reports and finishing up the treatment.::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::repeats chorus, ends::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
August: Read it yourself lady.

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::listening to the G_CNS leans in to the D_TO:: D_TO: She's pretty good isn't she?

Sophia says:
::claps for the lady onstage::

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_XO: Thank you...but I am sad for Captain Spencer...

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::Starts to feel faint:: S’vat: NO... no.. no no  NO There is no way NO!

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::departs stage:: DCTO: All yours ::smiles::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Sighs sweetly as he can't quite believe it either.:: D_CSO: Me either... ::Giggles and blushes at the same time.:: Weird in a good way.. Isn't it?

Host Adm_S’vat says:
August: Sit down.

G_XO_Taylor says:
::shrugs:: G_CO: Yes... so am I, I wonder why she...

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
*G_CNS* Where are you?

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Shania: did you enjoy your dinner?

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::applauds the G_CNS enthusiastically:: G_CNS: Only one song?  You were great.

D_TO_Hunt says:
D_CTO: Good Luck ma'am!!

Host Adm_S’vat says:
August: We'll redo the test... something must have gone wrong.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::feels faint and sits face white:: A S: No, I assure you oh my.. no.

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_XO: I still don't know really...I feel there is something more. ::sips::

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: Perhaps.

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
DCTO: Only one for now. ::smiles::

G_FCO_Adams says:
@::finally locates her quarters after asking the computer several times and enters::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
DCTO: Thank you for the fine compliment

G_CEO_Taylor says:
::orders a bloody Cesar::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Gets a glass of water and hands it to August::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::feels pips again::

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: Yes, it was good. Something different than replicated food.

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::smiles:: D_CEO: I feel like I have know you most of my life. ::thinks and adds a little wistfully:: I guess it is because we linked.

G_CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: True.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::takes the water and gulps it:: S’vat : I have to go.. I am sorry.. this is unreal..  ::hands are shaking::

G_CMO_Turok says:
::Compares the test results with those of his own treatment.  Initial results are that the Starfleet Treatment is not as effective, but is almost instantaneous.::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::walks with no destination:: Computer: What is LtJG Cassandra Adams location?

G_CO_OMallory says:
::finishes drink::  G_XO: Is the Gryphon getting all the repairs done and getting fully supplied?

Sophia says:
G_CEO: Bloody Cesar... here you are. ::places the drink on the table::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::hears her badge:: *GSCO* I am here in the Starbase bar, how can I help you?

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles and leans against her.:: D_CSO: Yes... It must be. ::Looks over to the D_CTO.:: There's K`Beth.

D_CTO_KBeth says:
D_TO: Thanks. ::jumps up on stage and grabs the mike:: All: How's everybody doing tonight?

Host Adm_S’vat says:
August: Are you sure? ::in a shaking voice:: I know the little weasel can be charming.

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
*G_CNS* Never mind, I'll look for Cassie.  MacLeod out.

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::groans as she hears K"Beth's voice over the PA system:: D_CEO: Oh brother!

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::shakes her head no so hard her headband falls to the floor:: S’vat: No.. I swear on my pips.. no. There is a mistake.

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: I gave all the orders to reload and repair to the ENG crew. But with our stop to the other station, there is not much to do. We will be good to go soon enough.

G_FCO_Adams says:
@::walks around the room looking at things::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
August: I'm sure there is August... come on.. back to sickbay.

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
*GCSO* Last I saw her, she went to the Gryphon shuttle bay, I think.... ::is uncertain::

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::nods yes:: S’vat: Yes, that is a good idea. ::stands knees shaking::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles and sighs.  Then gently nudges her.:: D_CSO: Hey.

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
*GCSO* She said something about reporting for duty.

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::puts arm around August and walks with her to turbolift::

G_FCO_Adams says:
@Self: So this is my room....hmmm.

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_XO: Glad to hear it.

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
<Computer> G_CSO: LtJG Cassandra Adams is not aboard the station.

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_XO: The crew will be shocked for sure...probably as much as I was.

Host Capt_Spencer says:
::leaves the room shaking::

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: Or as I was...

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: When do you want to tell them?

D_CTO_KBeth says:
All: I wrote a little old Earth country western tune so here it goes....  ::singing:: My baby left meeeeee.....

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::smiles and giggles:: D_CEO: I kid because I care.  I actually am very fond of K'Beth. ::does a double take to make sure that her "glass" was actually plastic::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::thinks "Not aboard?", then looks for the Gryphon's airlock:: Self: I gotta see her.

G_CO_OMallory says:
::orders another drink::  G_XO: Soon...soon.

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::tries not to grimace, she has never heard K'beth sing before::

Sophia says:
::turns from the counter to look at the newest singer onstage, with her eyes open wide::

G_FCO_Adams says:
@::picks up several objects and examines them carefully::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
::Escorts Spencer to sickbay and then returns to her office shaking her head::

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_XO: Well...do you think we can both handle this?  ::smiles::

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::turns and looks at K'Beth and smiles for support::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Giggles again.:: D_CSO: Okay.. ::Sighs and raises an eyebrow.:: Why the double take at your drink?

D_TO_Hunt says:
::suddenly feels very tired, with all of the days anxiety and excitement::

D_MO_Braxton says:
::put her drink down and away from her for now::

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: I'll leave that decision for you to make. ::gives a half smile as he takes a sip of his Cesar::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
::Pays for the dinner:: Shania: Know what?

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::Singing:: Left me in the rainnnnnn...... ::hears the old familiar feed back whine::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
::finds it and steps into the Gryphon::

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::giggles and then turns back to Kodar:: D_CEO: I had to make sure it was not glass.

Host G_MO_SamBejTa says:
::steps off the transport and looks around::

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::turns her grimace to a smile to look like she is enjoying K'beth's singing::

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: Is there anything interesting on this Starbase?

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::singing and hitting notes never invented before:: And took my doooooooooggggg.....

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Shania: No idea.

G_FCO_Adams says:
@::stops beside her bedside table and picks up a holo photo and gasps:: Self: That's.......that's.....it's him! ::drops the frame::

Sophia says:
::wonders if D_CTO might be needing some counseling. Such lyrics...::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
@Computer: What is LtJG Cassandra Adams location?

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_XO: I hope Captain Spencer will say goodbye to us before we leave again.

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: I trust she will.

Host G_MO_SamBejTa says:
::taps a passing ensign:: Ensign: Pardon me.. do you know where I can find the docking bay for the USS Gryphon?

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: Maybe we can go have a look around then?

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
@<Computer> G_CSO: LtJG Cassandra Adams is in her quarters.

Sophia says:
::mutters to self:: somebody should find that guy who left this girl and make him at least return the dog!

D_TO_Hunt says:
::However decides to stay until the D_CTO finishes to be courteous::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::singing:: Who got hit by a traaaiiiiinnnnnn...... ::a glass shatters in the back of the bar::

Host G_MO_SamBejTa says:
<Ensign> ::looks up.. and up and points:: MO: That way.

G_CMO_Turok says:
::Collects his crew and patients and returns to the Gryphon to decide the next phase of the plan to treat the Telepaths::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Looks at his glass for a moment then taps on it.  Smiles because it too is plastic.::

Sophia says:
::cringes at the sound of breaking crystal::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
@::heads to TL, enters:: TL: Deck 3.

G_CO_OMallory says:
G_XO: Should we head back to the Gryphon, XO?

G_CNS_Llewellyn says:
::puts her finger in her ear, like she is cleaning it out, Thinks: I cannot believe anyone can be this off key...::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
@::arrives on deck 3, heads to G_FCO quarters::

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Cringes:: D_CSO: Oh no..

Host G_MO_SamBejTa says:
::she heads for the direction he pointed swinging her duffle behind her and whistling::

D_CSO_Sykora_Tarrez says:
::hears the familiar sound of glass braking:: D_CEO: Ah you got to love her. ::smiles::

G_FCO_Adams says:
@:;picks it up again:: Self: How come I have his picture in my quarters?

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Shania: perhapes we can explore the base together, unless something happens as is normal right about this time::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
@::is in front of G_FCO's quarters, rings the bell::

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: Yes we should...

D_TO_Hunt says:
::Hopes the D_CTO command skills are better, than her singing, but will never say this to her face::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::singing:: My ma's in jaaaiiilllll...... ::notices people grimacing in sympathy to the lyrics and feels happy to have touched them so::

G_FCO_Adams says:
@::hears the door chime:: CSO: Enter please.

G-OPS_Shania says:
G_CTO: Let's hope we get lucky this time and everything stays quiet, just for once.

G_CO_OMallory says:
::slugs down his last drink and heads out of lounge::

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO:... CO.

G_CO_OMallory says:
::smiles::  G_XO: THAT will take getting use to...

Sophia says:
::starts thinking about retiring and setting up and antique shop. Perhaps karaoke is not quite *the* thing::

G_CTO_Hunter says:
Shania: Maybe.

D_CEO_Merna says:
::Smiles.:: D_CSO: Yes.. ::Sighs softly, sweetly, gently squeezes her hand again and leans close.:: But I do you... ::Blushes deeply and cringes slightly at K`Beth's singing..::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::singing:: And I can't make baaaiiillllll..... ::comm units start to squeal in protest::

G_XO_Taylor says:
::walks next to CO standing proud::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
@::steps into her quarters, sees her:: G_FCO: Hi! ::smiles::

G-OPS_Shania says:
::gets up:: G_CTO: Well, then let's go...

G_FCO_Adams says:
@CSO: It's you......:;holds out the holo photo::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::heads to the docking port of the Gryphon with XO following::

G_XO_Taylor says:
G_CO: And I was getting tired of the gold. ::laughs::

D_CTO_KBeth says:
::singing:: Oh woe is meeeeee..... ::notices a civilian passed out holding his ears and hopes it isn't contagious::

G_CO_OMallory says:
::laughs also::

G_CSO_MacLeod says:
@::sees her holding his picture:: G_FCO: Huh... Yes, it's me.

G_CMO_Turok says:
::As he walks he and his staff share looks of victory.  Their treatment looks to be better than that thought up by the great minds at SF medical.  Even T'lau looked..., well like a Vulcan.::

Host Adm_S’vat says:
<<<End Mission>>>
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